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TO ALL TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

BE IT KNOWN THAT I, JEREMIAH D. BURNS, A CITIZEN OF THE UNITED STATES, RESIDING AT WASHINGTON, IN THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, HAVE INVENTED CERTAIN NEW AND USEFUL IMPROVEMENTS IN SYSTEMS OF PREVENTING THE COLLECTION OF ICE ON RAILS, OF WHICH THE FOLLOWING IS A SPECIFICATION, REFERENCE BEING HAD THEREIN TO THE ACCOMPANYING DRAWINGS.

THIS INVENTION RELATES TO IMPROVEMENTS IN A SYSTEM OF PREVENTING THE COLLECTION OF SNOW OR ICE ON OR ABOUT RAILS ON WHICH CARS ARE TO BE PROPELLED, THE MAIN OBJECT BEING THE PROVISON OF MEANS WHEREBY ELECTRICITY IS SO USED AS TO INCREASE THE TEMPERATURE OF SUCH RAILS OR THE ATMOSPHERE SURROUNDING THE SAME, SO AS TO AVOID FREEZING-POINTS, AND THEREBY PREVENT SNOW OR ICE FROM COLLECTING THEREON OR ADJACENT THERETO.

IN ORDER TO CARRY OUT THIS INVENTION INTO EFFECT, A RESISTANCE-WIRE OF LOW CONDUCTIVITY IS EMBEDDED IN A NON-CONDUCTOR OF ELECTRICITY, BUT A CONDUCTOR OF HEAT, AND HELD IN CONTACT WITH OR ADJACENT TO THE RAILS AND ELECTRICITY CAUSED TO PASS THROUGH THE RESISTANCE-WIRE IN SUCH MANNER AS TO HEAT THE SUBSTANCE SURROUNDING THE SAME, AND THEREBY TRANSMIT TO THE RAILS OR TO THE ATMOSPHERE SURROUNDING THE SAME SUCH HEAT AS WILL CAUSE THE TEMPERATURE OF THE RAILS OR ATMOSPHERE TO RAISE AND BE HELD AT SUCH A DEGREE OF TEMPERATURE AS TO PREVENT SNOW OR ICE FROM COLLECTING ON RAILS OR ADJACENT THERETO.

TO ATTAIN THESE OBJECTS AND CARRY THIS INVENTION INTO EFFECT, MY INVENTION CONSISTS OF A SYSTEM OF THIS CHARACTER EMBODIFYING NOVEL FEATURES OF CONSTRUCTION AND COMBINATION OF PARTS SUBSTANTIALLY AS DISCLOSED HEREM.

IN THE ACCOMPANYING DRAWINGS, FIGURE 1 IS A DIAGRAMMATIC VIEW SHOWING A COMPLETE SYSTEM EMBODYING MY INVENTION. FIG. 2 IS A VERTICAL SECTIONAL VIEW THROUGH A RAIL AND MY HEAT-CONDUCTING MEANS, SHOWING THE METHOD OF ATTACHING THE SAME TO THE RAIL. FIG. 3 IS AN ENLARGED DETAIL LONGITUDINAL SECTIONAL VIEW TAKEN THROUGH THE HEAT-CONDUCTOR.

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hus the circuit for feeding the resistance-wire 10 is completed. This resistance-wire is incased within a tube or iron pipe 18 by means of a concrete filling 19, made of a non-conductor of electricity, but of a conductor of heat, such as clay, cement, or any silica composition, either pure or composition, such as glass or porcelain. The pipe 18 is suspended to the web 20 of the rail 12 by means of a series of hooks 21, which pass through the web and are held in place by the fastening means 22, the hooks being so constructed as to clamp the pipe 18 closely against the under side of the flange 23 of the rail. By this means, the resistance-wire being of the lowest possible conductivity, heat is generated within the tube or pipe 18, conducted through the filling 19 to the pipe, and consequently to the under side of the flange 23 of the rail in such a manner as to increase the temperature of the rail, so as to be above freezing-point, and by means of the rheostat the degree of temperature may be increased by increasing the voltage of electricity passing through the resistance-wire.

I WOULD HAVE IT UNDERSTOOD THAT ALTHOUGH I HAVE SHOWN THE RESISTANCE-WIRE AS GROUNDED AND FED ONLY AT THE TWO POINTS IN A SYSTEM THE SAID RESISTANCE-WIRE WILL BE FED THE SAME AS IN POWER SYSTEMS AT INTERVALS AND GROUNDED IN LIKE MANNER, THUS INSURING THE BEST POSSIBLE RESULTS AND THE MORE EVEN DISTRIBUTION OF ELECTRICITY THROUGH THE RESISTANCE-WIRE.

FROM THE FOREGOING DESCRIPTION, TAKEN IN CONNECTION WITH THE DRAWINGS, IT IS EVIDENT THAT I PROVIDE A SYSTEM WHEREBY THE TEMPERATURE OF THE FLANGE OF A RAIL OR RAILS MAY BE KEPT AT SUCH A DEGREE AS TO PREVENT THE COLLECTION OF ICE THEREON, AND THEREBY PREVENT ACCIDENTS BY SLIPPING OF CARS UPON THE ICE AND...
also loss of power by giving a better contact for the passage of electricity to the motors of the cars where the rails are used as a return.

In underground systems the resistance-wires are tapped onto the feed-wires and employ the same positive and negative connections as do the conducting-wires of said systems, the form herefore described being readily applicable to this underground system.

What I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letter Patent, is —

1. In a system of this character the combination with electric feed-wires and the rails of a railway system, of a metallic support carried by the web of the rails, and means for increasing the temperature of the rails to melt or prevent snow or ice from collecting on the rails carried by said supports above the same and directly below the tread of the rail, the said means being connected directly to the feed-wires, for the purpose set forth.

2. In a system of this character, the combination with electric feed-wires and the rails of a railway system, of metallic supports carried by the webs of the rails, a metallic tube or pipe removably supported in said supports, a resistance-wire incased within said tube or pipe, a plastic non-conductor of electricity and conductor of heat forming a homogeneous mass within the tube or pipe and surrounding the resistance-wire, and means for connecting the wire to said resistance-wire.

3. In a system of this character, the combination with electric feed-wires and the rails of a trolley system, of metallic supports carried by the web of the rails and a metallic tube or pipe removably supported in said supports, a resistance-wire incased within said tube or pipe, a plastic non-conductor of electricity and conductor of heat forming a homogeneous mass within the tube or pipe and surrounding the resistance-wire, and means for connecting the feed-wire to said resistance-wire.

4. In a system of this character, the combination with electric feed-wires and the rails of a trolley system, of metallic supports carried by the web of the rails, a metallic tube or pipe removably supported in said supports, a coiled resistance-wire incased within said tube or pipe, a plastic non-conductor of electricity and conductor of heat forming a homogeneous mass within the tube or pipe and surrounding the coiled resistance-wire, and means for connecting the coiled resistance-wire to said resistance-wire.

5. In a system of this character, the combination with feed-wires and rails of a trolley system, of metallic supports carried by the web of the rails, a metallic envelop detachably carried by the supports, a resistance-wire so mounted within the envelop as to be free from the action of oxygen thereon so that the wire cannot be burned out and means for connecting the feed-wires to said resistance-wire.

6. In a system of this character, the combination with feed-wires and rails of a trolley system, of metallic supports carried by the web of the rails, a metallic envelop detachably carried by the supports, a coiled resistance-wire so mounted within the envelop as to be free from the action of oxygen thereon so that the wire cannot be fused, and means for connecting the feed-wires to said resistance-wire.

7. The combination with bus-bars and rails of a trolley system, of metallic supports carried by the web of the rails, a metallic tube or pipe removably supported by the support, a resistance-wire incased within said tube or pipe, a plastic non-conductor of electricity and conductor of heat forming a homogeneous mass within the tube or pipe and surrounding the resistance-wire and conductors for electricity connected to the bus-bars and the resistance-wire.

8. In a system of this character, the combination with bus-bars and rails of a trolley system, of metallic supports carried by the web of the rails, a metallic tube or pipe removably supported by the said supports, a coiled resistance-wire incased within said tube or pipe, a plastic non-conductor of electricity and conductor of heat forming a homogeneous mass within the tube or pipe and surrounding the coiled resistance-wire, and conductors for electricity connected to the bus-bars and the resistance-wire.

9. In a system of this character, the combination with electric feed-wires and the rails of a trolley system, of metallic supports carried by the web of the rails, a metallic tube or pipe removably attached to the supports, a resistance-wire of low conductivity incased within said tube or pipe, a plastic non-conductor of electricity and conductor of heat forming a homogeneous mass within the tube or pipe and surrounding the resistance-wire, and means for connecting the feed-wires to said resistance-wire.

10. In a system of this character the combination with feed-wires and rails of a trolley system, of metallic supports carried by the web of the rails, a metallic envelop detachably supported by the supports, a resistance-wire of low conductivity so mounted within the envelop as to be free from the action of oxygen thereon so that the wire cannot be fused and means for connecting the feed-wires to said resistance-wire.

11. The combination with bus-bars and rails of a trolley system, of metallic supports carried by the web of the rails, a metallic tube or tube removably attached to the rails, a resistance-wire of low conductivity incased within said tube or pipe, a plastic non-conductor of electricity and conductor of heat forming a homogeneous mass within the tube.
or pipe and surrounding the resistance-wire, and conductors of electricity connected to the bus-bars and the resistance-wire.

12. In a system of this character, the combination with bus-bars and rails of a trolley system, of metallic supports carried by the web of the rails, a metallic tube removably attached to the supports, a coiled resistance-wire of low conductivity incased within said tube or pipe, a plastic non-conductor of electricity and conductor of heat forming a homogeneous mass within the tube or pipe and surrounding the coiled resistance-wire, and conductors for electricity connected to the bus-bars and the resistance-wire.

In testimony whereof I affix my signature in presence of two witnesses.
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